ONE PAGE SUMMARY OF "ENCOURAGING MENTORS-ENCOURAGING CHURCH"
An inspiring practical workshop by Stewart Brown (www.oneheartministries.ca)
This is an event designed to equip you as a transforming Christ-like encourager --deeply impacting the
relational culture in your marriage, family, church, community and workplace!
1. Begin with a practical exercise : "Deeply Connecting with Your church at Worship"
* For this, I will demonstrate how to effectively and deeply connect with and encourage fellow church
members and/or visitors in any given Worship service or church event. Participants will be presented with
the crucial importance of developing God's encouraging mindset and daily life style in all relationships.
2. Mindset of Intentional Encouragement
*Learn what it means to be an encouraging mentor in your attitude and mindset and how to practice
this first with your spouse or friend , family, church, neighbourhood, and work place. (see brochure)
* This includes specific exercises (included in the workbook) for practicing God's encouragement in
daily situations and opportunities.
3.Majesty of Intentional Encouragement
* Discover how God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit relate in perfect encouragement . Learn how to
connect more deeply with the heart of God and how to imitate the relationships of "God in community.
* 4 essential meanings of Holiness---relating to others out of your deep union with the heart of God.
*Learn how to treat others as God treats them--with powerful, lasting results!
4. Motives Of Intentional Encouragement
* How to develop the mindset of Christ (and 2 great Biblical examples )
* Developing a life of Joy -step by step (from God's word)
*Real Lasting Friendship and how to implement it in YOUR life. One Model presented.
*How to experience value and demonstrate this to others around you ( Contract vrs. covenant friendship)
Encouraging Empowering Church 24/7 : Halfway through the workshop , several participants will be selected
from the audience to demonstrate an application of I Corinthians 12:21-27. This is one important way of
transforming your church culture to an intentional encouraging mentoring one for ALL your members one
week at a time !
5. Mission of Intentional Encouragement
* Four essential ways to develop healthy relationship in your life and work.
* Four Intentions of every Christ-like Encourager ( from life of Barnabas)
6. Mindset of Intentional Encouragement
*How to prepare yourself for Intentional Encouraging living every day (before you leave
your house)
* Crabby attitude or Empowering Mindset ? How to stay out of the "Crab Basket"
* Developing a "Culture of hospitality in your home and in your church"
* From the life of Elijah--3 Keys to becoming a Lifelong Intentional encourager

* Each participant receives a wallet or purse sized card --5 keys to practice every day
"MY PERSONAL ALTAR"

